Interference Fit (Press Fit) 3/8" Shaft

Threaded Hole (x4) Thread Size: 4-40

VIEW E

Test V-Block

Part Reference Number: 9008K151
Clearance Hole (x2) (Drill Size: #27)

Threaded Hole Sensor Thread Size

K-State

Sensor Support
Thick Square Part
Bore Through: Indicated Diameter

Shaft Coupling

Part Number: 3084K31

DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
FRACTIONAL: 
ANGULAR: MACH.; BEND; 
TWO PLACE DECIMAL; 
THREE PLACE DECIMAL.

K-State

SHAFT COUPLING

 sơ đồ của một đối

MATERIAL: --
FINISH: --
APPLICATION: DO NOT SCALE DRAWING
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